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• The central focus of this proposal, continuing the 
progress made in TCSP and NAMMA, is to seek the 
essential differences between developing and non- 
developing tropical disturbances.

• More specifically, we seek to make quantitative 
distinctions between the large-scale properties of 
incipient disturbances, and the nature and strength 
of the convective and mesoscale events within 
those disturbances.

• How to do this???  Requires detailed 
knowledge of each, at frequent time intervals, 
during several days when genesis is “possible”



• “....how to differentiate between the 
many ‘sufficient-appearing’ disturbances 
that do and do not become tropical 
cyclones.” (Nolan, 2007)



• Genesis often proceeds over a period of several 
days, but with significant events such as convective 
bursts and VHTs occupying only a few hours.  
Therefore, observations in a 5-hour time window 24 
hours apart are insufficient. 

• The large-scale environment evolves differently in 
low, mid, and high levels over a period of several 
days, so knowing how the circulation of a wave or 
embedded mesoscale PV anomaly changes at a 
single level is insufficient.

• Perfect knowledge of the wind field and temperature 
field without good knowledge of the 4-dimensional 
evolution of the water vapor field is insufficient.



(Courtesy Brandon Kerns)



(Courtesy Brandon Kerns)



Courtesy  Brandon Kerns

Message for GRIP: Be prepared for periods without pregnant marsupials



From Halverson et al. (2007): Part of the attempt
to observe pre-Eugene.  5 X 10h flights not enough.  :-(



Gert (2005) development (?)



NAMMA Wave 1 (Zawislak et al. 09)



GDAS-analyzed 925 and 700 hPa vorticity maxima and 700 hPa wave trough locations for
wave 1 at 0000 and 1200 UTC.  Non-italic numbers indicate the day of the month (at 0000 UTC)
for the vorticity maxima, italic numbers indicate day of the month for the 700 hPa wave trough
(at 0000 UTC).        (courtesy Jon Zawislak from Zawislak et al. 09, submitted)





Debby (2006) forms close to Cape Verde (but DC-8
needed a down day after 2 flights into “wave-1”)



925 (lef t) an d  700  hPa  ( r ig h t) dro p sonde wind d a ta (wind  b arbs, k t; ful l bar b is 10 k t) w i th 120 0 
U T C  GD A S anal y sis  wind  vec tors  over l aid for f li g ht in to  wa v e 4 on 1 S ep tem b er 2006. O p e n 
diamond  (fi l led) in d icates GDA S - anal yz ed  925  (700)  hPa  vor tici ty  m a x im u m, while dash is th e 
anal y zed  700  hPa  wave  t rou g h.  

Problems: (1) Analysis and 
observations in very poor agreement; 
(2) E-W vorticity max at low levels, lots 
of deep convection, but without 
continuity will never know if and how 
this max contributed to cyclogenesis
(3) Formation of Florence (2006) 60 h 
later was in climatological max near 
40W that is out of reach of all aircraft



Lessons for GRIP
• The central focus of this proposal, continuing the 

progress made in TCSP and NAMMA, is to seek the 
essential differences between developing and non- 
developing tropical disturbances.

• More specifically, we seek to make quantitative 
distinctions between the large-scale properties of 
incipient disturbances, and the nature and strength 
of the convective and mesoscale events within 
those disturbances.

• How to do this???  Requires detailed 
knowledge of each, at frequent time intervals, 
during several days when genesis is “possible”
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